
Made in Italy

L/F 900
Diagnostic Smoke Leak FINDER

Find Leaks with Smoke and Dye
Most leaks found in less than 5 minutes!!

The                                DIagnosTIc sMoke Leak FInDeR is a full featured device 
allowing today’s workshop to perform a whole range of vehicle leak testing.

Find Leaks in:
➲	 Intake/induction systems
➲	 Exhaust systems
➲	 Turbo systems
➲	 EVAP systems
➲	 EGR systems
➲	 Manifolds
➲	 Seals / gaskets /fittings
➲	 Hoses / lines
➲	 Wind & water leaks
... and much more



NEXION SPA - ITALY - Società unipersonale soggetta a 
direzione e coordinamento di Minio srl -  
A sole shareholder Minio company
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TEchNIcaL SpEcIFIcaTIoNS➤	 Eliminate comebacks.

➤	 Find leaks quickly with smoke and dye. Most leaks found in 
less than 5 minutes.

➤	 Includes Diagnostic Smoke® technology mandated by auto 
manufactures in 41 countries.

➤	 One button operation.

➤	 Flow meter measures leak size.

➤	 Vacuum / pressure decay gauge measure leak rate.

➤	 Smoke volume control tunes the right volume for every job.

➤	 “TEST” feature for testing with gas only (no smoke).

➤	 Enough solution for hundreds of tests.

The company reserves the right to modify the product features at any time.  by Marketing - Cod. DPTCM000031C - 03/2019.

KIT coNTENTS

a > Accessories Storage Case.

B > 
The (2) bottles of UltraTraceUV® smoke solution included 

performs (500) stan-dard,  

5 minute test cycles

c > 
Combination white/UV light helps find exiting smoke and 

UV trace at exact leak locations

D >
Diffuser unit permits testing for wind and water leaks in 

vehicle passenger compartments

e > Standard adaptor cone

F> Cap Plug Kit

g > Glasses

Diagnostic Smoke Leak FINDER

Dimensions: H - 23cm x W - 34cm x L- 22.5cm

Weight: 6,8 kg (15 lbs)

Power: 12 Volt DC

Inlet pressure: 3.4 to 12 bar (50 to 175 psi)

output pressure: 3.5 kPa | 14 in H2O

Flow rate: 12 LPM

advanced microprocessor controlled.

Use w/ any inert gas or workshop air.


